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Purpose
The purpose of the National Society of Black Engineers’ Retention Program is to improve the four year and five-year graduation rates of Blacks in the field of engineering and improve overall academic confidence and performance through focus areas. The NSBE Retention Program will serve as an umbrella for three different programmatic pieces designed for freshmen, sophomores, and juniors. The graphic below outlines the NSBE Retention Program into different years for undergraduate students. From the freshman year, leading into the student’s senior year there are different aims to help them advance their career, as well as improve their academic performance. This program starts at increasing the number of first-year prospective students who successfully matriculate into a Science, Technology, Engineering, or Mathematics (STEM) major for their sophomore year. It ends with successfully matching students with professional mentors, to help the students get a job in a STEM related field.

Freshman Year
- Increase the number of first-year engineering students who successfully matriculate into a STEM major for their sophomore year.

Sophomore Year
- Increase interaction with faculty and staff.
  - Increase personal development
  - Increase leadership opportunities

Junior Year
- Increase preparation for graduate school admissions
- Increase preparation for entry into the engineering industry.
  - Increase performance on the GRE
- Increase opportunities for volunteer, educational, and paid experiences in engineering.
The NSBE Retention Program guidelines provide a detailed set of Chapter recommendations, supplemental documents, and program evaluation forms that will assist chapter officers with developing their planning skills, metric documentation, and program implementation.

Chapters that are requesting official recognition for being a part of this initiative must ensure that they submit all required evaluation documentation associated with the program. Chapters should abide by the guidelines as closely as possible. The components of the NSBE Retention Program are presented briefly below, and detailed descriptions can be found in the appropriate supporting documents.

**End results of a successful retention program:**

Skill Development workshops that lead to:
- Better study & time management skills
- Project management skills
- Stress Management
- Academic goal setting
- Increased academic confidence

Academic Mentoring Relationships that lead to:
- Better course planning
- Increased knowledge of academic career building opportunities
- Better knowledge of academic resources

Study Halls that lead to:
- Increased homework and test scores
- Increased conceptual gain of material
- Better retention of material long term

**Starting the NSBE Retention Program at Your Chapter**

As a chapter officer, the first step to establishing the NSBE Retention Program at your institution is committing to the cause. There are a few easy steps that the National Academic Excellence Committee recommends.
Ultimately the process for accomplishing these initial tasks will vary by chapter, but we are confident that you can get this done! You are the expert on how things operate at your institution. If you ever need advice or some insight to the program, please contact your regional academic excellence chair!

*note: you must first verify that having a test & homework bank does not violate any part of your institution’s honor policy.

**NSBE Retention Program Documentation**

There are three forms of providing feedback and/or evaluation of the NSBE Retention Program. In order to be considered for the NSBE Retention Program awards, a chapter must at minimum complete the Registration ([click here](#) to access form). Below you will find the three forms of documentation, and examples of what a chapter can expect with that documentation.
Registration
A chapter must register each year of participation in the NSBE Retention Program. This ensures that the flow of information may occur through Chapter, Regional, and National Leadership by maintaining updated contact information. **New Chapters to the retention program complete the sign-up by October 15th of the current year in order to remain active; returning Chapters must update their contact information by September 16th of the current year in order to remain active.** After September 16th, that chapter will be considered inactive until the registration is completed.

### NSBE Retention Program Resources

**National Academic Excellence Committee**
The National Academic Excellence Chair is the primary contact for the development and implementation of the NSBE Retention Program. The National Academic Excellence (AEx) Committee is committed to helping you begin, maintain, and develop the NSBE Retention Program at your chapter. At all points of the year, the National AEx

| Registration DUE          | Chapter provides contact information
| 9/16/2016 (returning)    | Chapter is contacted by NSBE Retention Program Chapter Coordinator
| 10/15/2016 (new)         |
| Full Report - DUE         | Chapter provides details about individual Retention Program via Chapter Report spreadsheet.
| 12/21/2016 (report 1)    | Chapter provides program operational information
| 03/01/2017 (report 2)    | Chapters receive advice/feedback on program
| Evaluation - Rolling Submissions | Chapter leaders give feedback on NSBE Retention Program
|                          | Participating members give feedback on NSBE Retention Program
|                          | Regional/National leadership gives feedback to chapters
| Monthly reports           | (2 per term required) Chapters will submit 2 monthly report per term to stay process and give feedback
Committee will be working to develop resources, collect data, and gather feedback to make the program as effective as possible.

Please note that this committee includes your Regional Academic Excellence Chair. If you have any questions regarding program implementation, please contact your Regional Programs or Academic Excellence Chairperson directly. You may also contact the National AEx Chair at nebaex@nsbe.org.

Retention Program Supply Fund (RPSF)
If your Chapter is in need of financial support in order to execute specific functions of the NSBE Retention Program, please utilize the Retention Program Supply Fund! Approved grants to chapters are intended for chapter programs that support national initiatives that cannot be funded solely through any other resource. Please review the RPSF toolkit or contact your National Academic Excellence Chairperson at nebaex@nsbe.org for more information.

Minority Engineering Programs/Academic Affairs Director
Involvement of the Minority Engineering Programs (MEP) and/or Academic Affairs Director will be an essential factor in successful implementation of the Retention Program. An Institution’s MEP/Academic Affairs Director is key to understanding the performance of Black engineering students, understanding their performance metrics, and providing supportive resources for program execution. If your institution does not have an MEP Director, NSBE can help you identify appropriate resources in your institution.

NSBE Retention Program Evaluation
Chapter Evaluation
Any chapter seeking individual implementation guidelines and/or evaluation of their performance should contact the National Academic Excellence Chair (nebaex@nsbe.org). In order to achieve the success you desire, please assess your chapter's needs. We recommend starting with the creation of a tracking system for your chapter members record including GPA verifications, retention program events and
workshops both with attendance records. For additional help, refer to the Chapter Needs Assessment toolkit.

**Progress Reporting**

Monthly reports can be submitted for input regarding programmatic pieces to be implementing in the following month and to get feedback on events hosted in the current month. In order to be considered for awards and funding for academic year, we require submission of at least two (2) monthly reports per system term (semester/trimester/quarter) and two (2) full reports. To accommodate for a thorough review of reports, the National Programs Committee will utilize a two-week period to review and provide feedback.

**National Awards**

All active chapters that are implementing the Retention Program qualify to receive National Awards on the basis that they submit all required documentation. The current availability of National Awards as they relate to the Retention Program is as follows:

* $3,000 will be awarded to the most effective Chapter with regards to overall implementation, member involvement, and the measure of freshman retention at the Chapter's Institution. Second prize and third prize will be awarded in the amount of $2,000 and $1,000 respectively.

Chapters will be awarded based on the performance on the evaluation documentation, and participation in NSBE Retention Program events throughout the year.

Applications for individual National Awards will be available beginning December 2nd, 2016.

**NSBE Retention Program Grading**

For the 2016-2017 academic year, chapters will be graded based on the overall implementation of the NSBE Retention Program. The rubric will be released at a date to August 28th.
Extra Credit
When filling out the NSBE Retention Program documentation, certain activities will merit “extra credit” points when the Award winners are being decided upon. These categories are as follows:

- Participating in Retention Program Chapter Forum at FRC
- Collaboration with other professional or honor societies (e.g. Tau Beta Pi, Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers)

FAQs
Are there any dates associated with the NSBE Retention Program?
Yes. The reporting structure takes place via Reports within. Please reference the Documentation and Evaluation sections of this document for a list of all report deadlines.

We have a small Chapter. Can we use other students to assist us in the implementation of the freshman component of the NSBE Retention Program?
Yes! The operation of the NSBE Retention Program does not require facilitators, mentors, and presenters to be NSBE members. Chapter leaders are encouraged to include any other individuals that are willing and able to assist your Chapter in accomplishing its mission.

Why are the grades needed for the Retention Program?
The operation of the Retention Program is heavily based on establishing success metrics that measure the performance of NSBE programming. The grades will be used solely for the production of grant proposals and other documentation that will provide NSBE with additional funding to support the initiative. The GPA and grades of students will not be used for any other reason. We guarantee the privacy of every student’s academic record. As a reminder, this information is optional and not required for the implementation of the program.
Are there National Awards associated with the NSBE Retention Program?

Yes. There are Chapter awards available. Chapter awards are available in the amount of $3,000, $2,000, and $1,000.

Can the focus of each program piece extend beyond just one grade level?

Yes; however, the National Programs Team will focus on the retention of freshman members during the first year implementation of the program. If you chose to include new members in general (i.e., sophomores and juniors), please indicate that on the evaluation forms to be submitted with the reports.

I don’t know our Institution’s MEP Director. Who should I contact?

If you do not know who is responsible for Minority Engineering Programs at your Institution, it may be best to contact the Dean of your School of Engineering. They should be able to direct you to the individual responsible for support initiatives directed towards minority students. If you need assistant, please send a request to nebaex@nsbe.org and we will assist you.

We needed to adjust some pieces of the Retention Program. How should we report that?

Any changes and/or additions made to the Retention Program outside of the recommended program guidelines should be reported in the reports. This will allow the Chapter to provide much detail about their adjustments and the National Programs Committee to provide feedback.

Our Chapter will need some financial support for our Retention Program initiatives. Where can we get support?

There are funds available through the RPSF. The application is available online. The guidelines for how to apply are also available online. If you have any questions, please contact either the Regional or National Academic Excellence Chair.
What are the plans for the future development of the NSBE Retention Program?

At the moment, we hope to develop the first three components of the program in the first year and expand to partner with the Institutions to provide additional support for summer bridge programs and orientation events during the second year of the program. The National Programs Team also hopes to expand the program so that it encompasses the entire school experience from grade 3 to graduate school.
Important Contacts

For general inquiries please contact the National Academic Excellence Chair. For region-specific inquiries, please contact your respective Regional Academic Excellence Chair.

National Academic Excellence Chair
Wayne Lester nebaex@nsbe.org

Region I Programs Chair
Alaisha Alexander r1programs@nsbe.org

Region II Academic Excellence Chair
Anthony Dobson r2aex@nsbe.org

Region III Academic Excellence Chair
Nia Allen r3aex@nsbe.org

Region IV Academic Excellence Chair
Tyrone Jacobs Jr. r4aex@nsbe.org

Region V Academic Excellence Chair
McKenzie Brown r5aex@nsbe.org

Region VI Academic Excellence Chair
Candice Wright r6aex@nsbe.org